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ABSTRACT 

Seismic risk analysis allows investigating the consequences of earthquakes in a region of interest. 
Most of the existing risk-oriented studies focus on new developments and/or on the integration of 
most up-to-date information in the fields of seismic hazard evaluation and vulnerability assessment. 
Conversely, no specific effort was devolved on evaluating the influence of exposure modeling; most 
of the studies rely on census data at the municipal level for the development of building inventory. 
Building inventory may change if more information on vulnerability factors for building typologies 
is considered and this may lead to a different estimation of losses with respect to those based on 
traditional inventories relying on census data alone. The recent Cartis approach, based on interview, 
represents an advancement for compilation of regional scale inventories; it allows to rapidly acquire 
much more data on building typologies with respect to census returns. This paper explores the issue 
of exposure modeling by comparing the seismic risk computed at the regional scale starting from 
variable knowledge levels of the building environment. It will be shown that the seismic risk 
computed starting from the enhanced exposure modeling is generally higher with respect to the 
standard census-based one. The seismic risk can be nearly doubled for some towns, and the 
variation is more significant for smaller towns (with smaller number of inhabitants). This result may 
have a significant influence on evaluations that are based on comparative risk analysis at the 
regional scale, conditioning decisions towards risk mitigations campaigns or calibration of 
insurance premiums. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Seismic risk analysis is probably the most appropriate tool for investigating the consequences of 
earthquakes in a region of interest, particularly when the purpose is planning and preparation of 
long-term risk reduction policies. Indeed, with this analysis approach, entailing the convolution of 
the seismic hazard with vulnerability and exposure of the assets at risk, all the seismic sources 
affecting the region are considered and the relative probability of potential earthquakes striking the 
area in a given time interval is effectively considered. This “integral” approach allows objective 
comparison among the results for different municipalities in the studied region suitably accounting 
for all the components of seismic risk, including hazard.  
Several studies performed nation-wide or urban level risk assessments adopting macro-seismic 
intensity scales to represent seismic hazard (e.g. [1]-[4], among other). More recently, quantitative 
intensity measures such as peak ground motion acceleration PGA1 or spectral acceleration Sa(T) at 
the fundamental period T were adopted for characterization of seismic hazard, e.g. [5]-[9]. The 
focus in the latter studies was in the integration of the most up-to-date information in the fields of 
seismic hazard evaluation and vulnerability assessment [5]-[8], or in the development of specific 
risk targeted indicators at the municipal level based on suitable seismogenic model for each 
analyzed area [9]. Results of seismic risk analysis have been already used in the past to establish 
repartition of funds for seismic risk reduction [10]-[11] or for planning of risk mitigation campaigns 
[12]-[13]. Also, risk studies are adopted as benchmark evaluations facilitating the calibration of 
insurance premiums for buildings [14]-[15]. Therefore, the proper consideration of local building 
features at the territorial scale is a key aspect in the scope of rational risk reduction programs. 

On the other hand, no specific effort in past risk studies was devolved on the exposure side of the 
problem, with most of the studies simply relying on census data at the municipal level to 
characterize the building stock towards territorial risk assessment. Recognizing the lack of reliable 
exposure data for the entire Italian territory, in [16] typological seismic risk maps were derived. 
There exists different type of models for assessment of seismic vulnerability for buildings and main 
ones may be classified as empirical and analytical. Former ones derive vulnerability functions based 

                                                           
1
 List of abbreviations: 

AMj, ARCj= the built area of the jth M or RC building class, respectively 
At= the total built area in a town 
CE = Census-based inventory (and/or related results) 
CC = integrated Census+Cartis inventory (and/or related results) 
CF = correction factor for seismic risk modification 
CU = unit cost (€/m2) including technical expenses and VAT; 
Ca = altimetric class of the town; Cpop = population class of the town 
Cs = seismic class of the town (according to [54]) 
dm = mean value of damage over the entire municipality 
dm,6-9 = mean value of dm in the intensity range I=6÷9 
ERD = earthquake resistant design; M = masonry; RC = reinforced concrete 
L= seismic risk expressed in terms of direct economic losses 
LCE = seismic risk L calculated starting from CE inventory 
LCC = seismic risk L calculated starting from CC inventory 
∆L=LCC/LCE ratio of losses calculated using CC or CE inventory 
NT = Number of towns; Npop = population number residing in the sample towns  
PGA = peak ground acceleration 
Sa(T) = spectral acceleration at the fundamental period T of the structure 
V = vulnerability index; ∆V = variation of vulnerability index 
VF = vulnerability factor 
TS = town statistics; ST = sample towns; TC = town compartment;  
µD,I = represents the mean damage of the discrete damage distribution at intensity I 
∆µD,6-9 = variation of µD, due to the variation ∆V, averaged for intensities 6 to 9 
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on the statistical treatment of observed damage after past earthquakes (e.g. [2],[17]-[21]), while the 
latter evaluate seismic fragility curves relying on building modeling and simulation-based 
assessment of building damage due to earthquakes (e.g. [22]-[28]).  

Concerning building inventory, the simpler approach is the one proposed by the European macro-
seismic scale EMS-98 [29], where the only parameter needed to classify buildings is material of the 
lateral load resisting system. However, several models for assessment of seismic vulnerability 
consider additional information on significant building features, as e.g. construction age or the type 
of horizontal system, to obtain a significant classification for vulnerability assessment 
([17],[20],[30]-[31]). Such kind of information may be achieved with building-by-building survey, 
that is costly and time consuming and is therefore typically applied only during post-earthquake 
vulnerability and damage survey campaigns or to integrate and/or verify poor data in benchmark 
studies of spatially limited areas, e.g. for selected town districts (e.g. [32]). 

For large scale assessments, the inventory is frequently based on census data, which are cheap 
sources of information available over a large scale and dispatched in aggregated form (i.e. for group 
of buildings) for geo-localized cells. Considering European countries, the information on buildings 
from census returns is often limited to construction age and storey number [33]. Therefore, the basic 
census information is often integrated by more or less rapid in situ surveys (e.g. by external visual 
screening) for the evaluation of earthquake scenarios at the town level ([32], [34]-[37]). For larger 
scale assessments, e.g. at regional or even national scale, other integrative approaches to increase 
the information available in building inventory should be used. Innovative image-processing based 
techniques, using high resolution (HR) optical satellite imagery or from airborne radar sensors, are 
attractive due to their rapidity and automation and the potential spread over large regions of interest 
[38]. However, parameters that are more important for vulnerability assessment, such as  building 
materials or the type of horizontal system, cannot be established based on earth observation data 
alone. Therefore, other techniques should be applied. In [39]-[40] data-mining approaches were 
proposed. In [2]- [41], statistical studies based on post-earthquake damage data were performed to 
propose correlations between the structural elements used, and hence the vulnerability class, with 
the age of masonry buildings. This way a census-based classification can be transformed to a 
classification relevant to vulnerability.  

The recent interview-based Cartis approach [42], developed in Italy in the framework of “Territorial 
themes” ReLUIS project, financed by Italian National Civil Protection Department, supports the 
compilation of regional scale inventories. The Cartis form is normally compiled for an entire town, 
suitably subdividing it in Town Compartments TC. For each TC, the form is filled by interviewing 
expert technicians with relevant knowledge of building features in the area and collecting 
information on relevant building typologies in each TC. Such information is more detailed with 
respect to the data available from census returns and supports effective use of more refined 
vulnerability models. More than 300 towns in Italy where investigated with the Cartis approach and 
the data were uploaded a suitable web application allowing the consultation of data from the 
scientific community (https:\\cartis.plinivs.it ). In [43] the information collected through the Cartis 
form was used to improve building inventory according to three different vulnerability models [19]-
[20],[31]. The paper proposed an approach to combine the information available in Census database 
with additional data gathered with the Cartis form and demonstrated its usefulness with an 
application for a town in southern Italy. However, an estimation of the variation of the vulnerability 
and consequently of the impact at the regional scale is still missing.  
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This paper exploits the results of Cartis-based survey and evaluates the effect of adopting an 
enhanced exposure assessment on the estimation of seismic risk at the regional scale. Differently 
from other examples of large-scale risk assessments, the focus is on the effects of improved 
building inventory, accounting for local territorial-specific building features, on the possible 
differentiation of building vulnerability within a region and on the resulting variation of seismic 
risk.  

In this work, a sample of 26 towns for which the Cartis form is compiled, covering nearly 10% of 
the population in Campania region, is studied, evaluating the variation of mean town vulnerability 
and total annual risk considering or not the additional information from Cartis. It will be shown that 
such variation depends on the population class Cpop of the town (see section 4 for description of 
Cpop) and generally decrease with increasing Cpop. Hence, suitable correction factors are calibrated 
varying Cpop. The global risk, in terms of direct economic losses, is firstly estimated for the towns 
of whole the region starting from census-based building inventory (CE). To this end, the IRMA 
platform for computation of seismic risk, developed by Eucentre, was employed [44]. Next, 
applying the correction factors to each town, depending on Cpop, the global risk is modified to obtain 
a new estimate accounting for region-specific building features. It will be shown that annual seismic 
risk can result nearly doubled for smaller towns, those having smaller population, while for 
medium-large ones an increase of nearly 20%, if territorial-specific building features are 
considered, can be expected.  

2 SEISMIC VULNERABILITY FOR ORDINARY BUILDINGS 

In this study, we employ the RISK-UE vulnerability model [31] to evaluate the susceptibility of 
ordinary, residential, buildings to earthquakes and estimate the damage distribution after seismic 
events of assigned intensity. A recent advancement of the model was proposed in [44]; however, for 
the purpose of the present investigation, we refer to the original model, that is quite established and 
already extensively applied in literature ([45]-[48]). The RISK-UE model employs the macro-
seismic method, that measures the seismic vulnerability in terms of a vulnerability index V and of a 
ductility index Q, both evaluated taking into account the building typology and its constructive 
features. The damage scale used in the model is the one defined in EMS98 [29]. Five +1 damage 
grades Dk (k = 0…5), including no damage, are defined in the scale considering the damage 
observed for both structural and non-structural components. The hazard is described in terms of the 
EMS-98 macro-seismic intensity I, which is considered as a continuous parameter evaluated with 
respect to a rigid soil condition; amplification effects due to different soil conditions can be 
considered with a suitable variation of the vulnerability parameter V. 
In the RISK-UE model, preliminary classification of buildings depends only on the construction 
material and basic information on the vertical structural system (masonry M or reinforced concrete 
RC type) according to the EMS-98 approach. In particular, 7 building types made of masonry (M1 
rubble stone; M2 adobe – earth bricks; M3 simple stone; M4 massive stone; M5 unreinforced 
masonry – old bricks; M6 unreinforced masonry – RC floors; M7 reinforced/confined masonry) and 
3 of reinforced concrete (RC1 concrete moment frames; RC2 concrete shear walls; RC3 dual 
system) are identified; the level of earthquake resistant design ERD for RC buildings is also 
considered. Adopting a fuzzy-random approach, the authors transform the numerical linguistic 
assignments of the EMS-98 scale into numerical values, deriving basic assignments of vulnerability 
index V* as well as ranges of V values corresponding to probable (V-/V+) and less probable (V--/V++ ) 
behavior for 13 building typologies . As example, Table 1 reports the Building Typology Matrix 
BTM, extracted from [31], with the V ranges associated to buildings belonging to typologies M3, 
M4 and RC1 without ERD or with moderate ERD.  
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The correlation between the seismic input and the expected damage is expressed in terms of 
vulnerability curves depending on the assessed vulnerability, described by a closed analytical 
function: 

,

6.25 13.1
2.5 1 tanh

  + −= +  
  

D I

I V

Q
µµµµ     (1) 

In eq. (1) the mean damage µD,I increases with the macro-seismic intensity I and depends on the 
vulnerability V; the parameter Q controls the slope of the curves and may assume different values 
depending on building typology. As observed in [31], a value of Q=2.3 may be assumed to be 
representative for masonry buildings not specifically designed to have ductile behavior and also for 
reinforced concrete buildings without ERD or with low level of ERD. 

Table 1. Vulnerability index values V for several cases of the building typology matrix, BTM (adapted from [31]) 

Typology Description 
Vulnerability indices 

V-- V- V* V+ V++ 

M3 
Unreinforced masonry bearing 
walls - simple stone 

0.46 0.65 0.74 0.83 1.02 

M4 
Unreinforced masonry bearing 
walls - massive stone 

0.3 0.49 0.616 0.793 0.86 

RC1 
RC frame (without ERD) 0.3 0.49 0.644 0.8 1.02 

RC frame (moderate ERD) 0.14 0.33 0.484 0.64 0.86 

 

The probability pk|I of obtaining a damage level k, due to an event of intensity I, may be derived as a 
function of the mean damage and assuming a binomial distribution [31]. Hence, given V for a 
building typology, it is possible to calculate the fragility curves for the different damage states, i.e. 
the probability of attaining assigned damage levels varying earthquake intensities (in this case the 
macro-seismic intensity I). To represent the fragility in terms of peak ground acceleration PGA, 
objectively measurable after earthquakes, that is the intensity parameter used in the IRMA platform, 
suitable (I-PGA) correlations should be adopted. Several proposals may be found in literature (e.g. 
[49]-[50]). In this paper the formula proposed in [31] was adopted: 

 ( 5)
1 2

−= IPGA c c       (2) 

with c1= 0.03 and c2=1.6. 
 

2.1 The influence of vulnerability factors on seismic vulnerability 

The basic information contained in census databases allow to classify buildings based on 
construction material (masonry, reinforced concrete or other), storey number and construction age 
ranges. The information on construction age, coupled with the year of seismic classification for a 
municipality, allows to determine whether the building was designed according to seismic 
regulations or not and the level of ERD. Therefore, starting from census-based data, and making 
some assumptions on the type of masonry (e.g. if simple stone M3, unreinforced masonry -old 
bricks - M5 etc.) or on the type of horizontal loads bearing system for RC (frames or walls), it is 
possible to attribute initial V* value for the building typology and to fully define the building 
inventory according to the RISK-UE model. 

If additional information is available, it is possible to improve the vulnerability characterization for 
the generic building adopting Eq. (3): 
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*= + ∆V V V        (3) 

with V final vulnerability index, ∆V behavior modifier score, accounting for the effect of relevant 
vulnerability factors VFs. In [31] two additional score modifiers were introduced, namely ∆Vr 
regional modifier, accounting for possible evidence of better or worst performance of buildings in a 
region with respect to that established for the corresponding typology in the macro-seismic method 
and ∆Vs soil amplification modifier, accounting for possible different site effects with respect to 
rigid soil. However in this paper, with the aim of investigating the effect of the presence of different 
VFs, only behavior modifier scores are considered.  

For example, additional VFs such as e.g. building position in the block or regularity in plan or 
elevation, can be explicitly considered to modify the building vulnerability [51]. 

 Table 2, adapted from [51], resumes the ∆V values considered as vulnerability modifiers for 
different VFs and referring to M and RC buildings, respectively. Only the VF considered in the 
present study are shown in Table 2, while the complete list of possible modifiers may be found in 
[51]. Note that the ∆V due to horizontal structure type (for M buildings) is also included in Table 2, 
inferring the ∆V values from the V values assigned in [31]. 

As it can be seen, according to the parameters under investigation, the maximum variation ∆V for M 
buildings is due to storey height variation (from ME to LO or to HI), presence of vaults or 
presence/absence of retrofitting interventions (±0.08), while for RC buildings the maximum ∆V is 
due to preservation state and plan or elevation irregularity (+0.04). 

Table 2. The vulnerabilities modifiers for different VFs (adapted from [31]) 

Vulnerability modifiers Masonry M ∆V Reinforced Concrete RC ∆V 

State of preservation 
Good state -0.04 Good state +0.0 

Bad state +0.04 Bad state +0.04 

Ns 

LO (1, 2) -0.08 LO (1, 2, 3) -0.02 

ME (3, 4, 5) +0.0 ME (4, 5, 6, 7) +0.0 

HI (≥6) +0.08 HI (≥8) +0.0 

Plan irregularity yes +0.04 yes +0.04 

Elevation irregularity yes +0.04 yes +0.04 

Retrofit intervention 
yes -0.08   

no +0.08   

Horizontal structure 

steel slabs -0.06   

wood slabs -0.02   

vaults +0.08   

 

Due to the non-linearity of Eq. (1), the effect of the same positive or negative variation of V is non 
symmetric in the estimation of µD; considering the range of intensities 6÷9, that represents an I 
interval where more damage observations are available [52], generally a positive ∆V determines a 
higher variation of µD with respect to a negative ∆V. 
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3 METODOLOGY TO BUILD INTEGRATED BUILDING INVENTORY 

The primary source for building inventory at the large scale are census data-bases. ISTAT data [53], 
in Italy, provide several information for each census tract, including the number of residential 
buildings, the storey number, the age of construction and the main material of vertical structures 
(RC, M or other). However, for privacy reason, the data are made available only in aggregated 
form. For example, it is not directly possible to distinguish buildings by material (RC or M) and 
contemporarily by construction age and storey number. In [43] a simple procedure was introduced 
that, relying on available statistics at the provincial level on the age distribution of M and RC 
buildings, and applying basic de-aggregation rules, allows to disaggregate the data available for 
each single census tract. In this paper, a slightly modified procedure is applied. The proposed 
improvement takes advantage on the availability, through the IRMA platform [44], of disaggregated 
data concerning age-storey distribution for both M and RC buildings (and related surface areas) in 
each town; this way, suitable town-level marginal distributions of storey number (from 1 to 8), for 
assigned age intervals (<1919; ’19-’45; ’46-’61; ’62-’71; ’72-’81; ’82-’91; > 1991), can be built for 
each town, avoiding rougher estimates based on statistics available only at the province level. Fig. 1 
synthetizes the steps to obtain census-based (CE) building inventory. Basic input data are census 
data for each census tract, the mentioned town marginal distributions (town statistics TS) and 
information on local context, allowing e.g. to establish the prevalent quality of masonry type. 

 

Fig. 1 – Schematic representation of the process to build census-based CE inventory 

The goal of the procedure is to obtain, for each census tract, the number of M and RC buildings and 
their distribution in suitable height and age ranges, so that relevant vulnerability factors depending 
on building typology could be assigned. For each census tract the number of residential buildings 
categorized as “Other” is firstly assigned to M and RC based on relevant percentage distribution of 
the two materials in the same census tract (Step 1). Next, based on the TS, the M and RC buildings 
are subdivided in storey number Ns (from 1 to 8) for each age range (Step 2). Finally (Step 3), the 
(age, Ns) buildings are grouped in height ranges according to the RISK-UE proposal for M and RC 
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buildings, i.e. in LO (Ns 1/2), ME (3/5) and HI (6+) for M buildings or LO (Ns 1/3), ME (4/7) and 
HI (8+) for RC ones; note that RC buildings are also subdivided according to ERD level, if the town 
is seismically classified, depending on the age range and the year of first classification of the town. 
The final identification of each building typology depends on the quality of masonry type (e.g. 
simple stone M3 or bricks M5) or type of RC structure (frame RC1 or walls RC2). In Italy RC 
buildings are mostly frame type, so RC1 typology is predominant. For M buildings, the type 
depends on the region and on availability of different type of stones in different areas. 

A common M type in Campania region is simple stone M3 (made of squared tuff blocks). Having 
chosen the M and RC type, the corresponding V values can be assigned (step 4). Repeating the steps 
1 to 4 for all the census tracts in the town, the inventory is finalized and the CE inventory is 
obtained as output of the procedure. Note that also total building surface area distribution in age-
storey ranges, for both M and RC buildings, is available through the IRMA platform; therefore, 
following the same procedure adopted to subdivide buildings in relevant typologies assigning the 
relative V, also the corresponding global surface is attributed. The knowledge of the global surface 
area pertaining to each typology, indicated as AMj or ARCj for the generic j th M or RC typology, is 
necessary to compute expected losses depending on damage distribution (see section 4.3). 

Building inventory can be enhanced if additional information on VFs is considered. As discussed in 
section 1, different approaches could be used to gather additional information on building features, 
such as in-situ surveys for small scale studies or image-processing based techniques and/or data-
mining approaches for larger scale assessments. In this paper we refer to the interview-based Cartis 
survey form as possible source to integrate the building inventory towards regional scale 
vulnerability and risk assessments. However, in principle, any other source providing the required 
information on relevant parameters could be used in place of the Cartis form. Fig. 2, adapted from 
[43], synthetizes the steps to obtain integrated Census+Cartis (CC) building inventory. The relative 
percentage incidence of each building typology identified in the Cartis form, as well as the data 
characterizing it (the VFs), are given at the level of each town compartment TC in which the town is 
subdivided. Therefore, the first operation to combine the information available in census database 
and in the Cartis form is to identify the census tracts belonging to each TC (Step 1); if some of the 
census tracts belong to more TCs the percentage incidence of their area in each compartment is 
evaluated by map superimposition in GIS. Next, considering all the census tracts belonging to a TC, 
and applying the same de-aggregation rules described before, the number of buildings belonging to 
each (age-Ns) class is evaluated for all the census tracts belonging to the TC and finally assembled 
to obtain (age-Ns) classes at the level of the compartment (Step 2). Next, the information available 
in the Cartis form is applied to the buildings in the TC. Firstly, the % distribution of buildings in the 
relevant M and RC typologies that are present in the TC is assigned (Step 3); note that each 
typology identified in the Cartis form is characterized also by the type (type of masonry, e.g. simple 
stone or bricks, for M or type of structural system, e.g. frame or walls, for RC). The combination of 
the (age-Ns) classes obtained at step 2 with the % incidence of typologies (type of M and of RC) of 
step 3 allows to obtain a first distribution of sub-classes (corresponding to building typologies in 
each TC) and of the associated V parameter at the TC level. Next, a further modification of 
vulnerability index is applied to all the obtained sub-classes of the compartment. Indeed, the 
information on relevant VFs and on their percental incidence within each sub-class, obtained thanks 
to the Cartis form, allows to identify relevant sub-typologies in a TC as well as the number of 
buildings belonging to each of them; applying Eq. (3), a final V value V=V*+∆V is obtained for each 
sub-typology (step 4). Note that the final V for a sub-typology is computed simply summing up the 
vulnerability index and score modifiers, while the number of buildings to which each final V is 
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referred, i.e. the buildings of the sub-typology to which the ∆Vs are applied, depends on the 
percentage of buildings in the considered typology that is characterized by the corresponding VFs. 

Repeating the steps 1 to 4 for all the TC in the town the CC inventory, including also global surface 
area pertaining to each M and RC typology at the town level, is finalized. 

 

 

Fig. 2 – Schematic representation of the process to build CC inventory (adapted from [43]) 

The reliability of the obtained building inventory depends on the amount and quality of the 
information used to categorize buildings into relevant vulnerability classes, that for the case of 
Cartis approach depends on the expertise of the interviewed technician(s). Possible errors in 
vulnerability factors attributions and miss-classification may occur and this obviously influences the 
results in terms of final vulnerability and risk evaluations. More refined approaches to enhance 
building inventory could be used leading to more controlled information on the building features, 
e.g. via building-by building survey. However, such detailed building survey is too costly and time-
consuming for large scale analyses and therefore simpler, faster and more affordable approaches, 
even if affected by larger errors, are needed. 

4 APPLICATION IN CAMPANIA REGION - SOUTHERN ITALY 

The proposed methodology to build census-based CE and integrated census+Cartis based inventory 
CC is applied to 26 towns in Campania region (Italy), listed in Table 3, for which the Cartis form 
was compiled. The meanings of abbreviations are reported in the relevant list, note 1. Columns M 
and RC reports the number of masonry and RC buildings in the town, already including the 
buildings made of “other” material attributed to M or RC as explained in section 3. Fig. 3 shows the 
individuation of TCs for a sample town as well as the typologies individuated in each TC with the 
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Cartis form; contour of single census tracts can be noted as marked lines in each TC. Some of the 
characteristics detected for one of the building typologies in a TC are also reported as example. 
Note that the typologies (denominated MUR for M buildings and CAR for RC buildings), do not 
correspond to the typologies and distribution obtained with CC inventory because the latter take 
into account the further sub-categorization considering the possible VFs (each Cartis typology may 
be characterized by one or more VFs) and is assembled at the town level.  

Table 3. The sample towns in Campania region* 

Town Cpop Ca Cs M RC Town Cpop Ca Cs M RC 

Agerola 4 4 3 1072 875 Lettere 4 4 3 403 487 

Agropoli 5 4 3 2169 1529 Liveri 2 5 2 261 112 

Alife 4 3 2 1758 405 
Piano di 
Sorrento 5 4 3 886 444 

Angri 5 5 2 1838 1743 Pollena Trocchia 5 4 2 1070 455 

Aversa 6 5 2 1739 1795 Pompei 5 5 2 1631 2136 

Bacoli 5 4 2 3019 1103 Portici** 6 4 2 922 870 

Bonea 2 1 2 383 22 Pozzuoli 6 4 2 3357 3260 

Calvanico 2 3 2 205 120 
San Potito 
Sannitico 2 1 1 595 62 

Casamarciano 3 3 2 418 101 San Tammaro 3 5 2 498 289 

Casola di Napoli 3 4 3 255 279 Sant'Agnello 4 4 3 504 482 

Cicerale 2 3 3 538 50 Sant'Anastasia 5 4 2 1792 1393 

Frasso Telesino 3 1 2 815 36 Solopaca 3 1 2 1028 303 

Gragnano 5 4 3 1047 1240 Vietri sul Mare 4 4 3 682 315 

* M and RC buildings include “Other” in [53] (subdivided based on relative percentages of materials in each town) 
**for the town of Portici only a portion of the town (~86% of buildings and 96% of population) is considered 
 
 

 

Fig. 3 –Individuation of TCs for a town and the relative building typologies. The characteristics of a building typology 
in a TC are also reported as example 
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According to the ISTAT classification in different Cpop population ranges [53] (<500, Cpop=1; 501-
2000, Cpop=2; 2001-5000, Cpop=3; 5001-10000, Cpop=4; 10001-50000, Cpop=5; 50001-250000, 
Cpop=6; >250000, Cpop=7), the 26 sample towns belong to Cpop from 2 to 6 (see Fig. 4 (a), contour 
of the towns are evidenced as black lines in the map).  

Also, they belong to different altimetric classes Ca (internal mountain, Ca=1; mountain near the 
coast, Ca=2; internal hill, Ca=3; hill near the coast, Ca=4; plain, Ca=5), see Fig. 4 (b), and to 
different seismic zones according to [54], see Fig. 4 (c).  

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4 – Campania region with identification of the sample towns and (a) Cpop classes; (b) Ca classes; (c) seismic zones 
Cs according to [54] 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 5 – Number of towns NT and percentage distribution of the sample towns %NT with respect to Campania region as 
a function of population class Cpop (a) and altimentric class Ca (c); population number residing in the sample towns Npop 

and % distribution of inhabitants %Npop with respect to Campania region as a function of Cpop (b) and Ca (d) 
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The sample towns ST (26 towns) represent about 5% of the number of towns (%NT) in Campania 
region, see gray histograms and red dashed line in Fig. 5 (a) which reports the cumulative trend of 
%NT as a function of Cpop. Small towns, that are the most numerous in Campania region, are 
represented in the ST as a lower percentage (~3% of Campania region towns with Cpop=2) with 
respect to larger ones (~18% of Campania region towns with Cpop=6). In terms of population 
(percentage %Npop) the global representativeness of ST increases up to 8% of the number of 
Campania inhabitants (see red dashed line in Fig. 5 (b)). The representativeness of ST in the classes 
Cpop=2 and Cpop=6  achieve 4% and 16%, respectively.  

Very small centers, with less than 500 inhabitants (Cpop=1), as well as the only metropolis in the 
region (that is Naples, Cpop = 7) are not represented in the ST database. The distribution of ST in 
altimetric classes gives lower value 3% for internal mountain Ca=1, while the towns in Ca=4 (hill 
near the coast) are the most represented (16%), see light gray histograms with respect to dark gray 
ones in Fig. 5 (c). In terms of population the percentages vary from 1.4% (for Ca=3) to 13% (for 
Ca=4). 

4.1 Census based (CE) and integrated Census+Cartis (CC) building inventory 
Applying the procedures described in section 3 both the CE and CC inventories are obtained for the 
26 sample towns. The vulnerability factor V obtained at the end of the procedure accounting for ∆V 
ranges from 0.36 (for RC1 buildings) to 1.02 (for M1 buildings); therefore, a synthetic 
representation of inventory is not straightforward. To allow an easier representation of the 
inventory, the buildings belonging to relevant V ranges are assigned to selected vulnerability 
classes. V ranges are established based on membership functions defined in [31] to represent the 
vulnerability classes introduced in EMS-98 [29] and the following association is adopted: A: 
0.82≤V; B: 0.66≤V<0.82; C: 0.5≤V<0.66; D: 0.34≤V<0.5). As example, Fig. 6 (a)-(b)-(c)-(d)-(e) 
show the CE and CC inventory, represented as percentage of buildings belonging to each 
vulnerability class, for 5 of the sample towns, one for each Cpop under investigation. 
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Fig. 6 – CE and CC inventory represented as %buildings in vulnerability classes from A to D for the towns of (a) San 
Potito Sannitico; (b) Frasso Telesino; (c) Lettere; (d) Gragnano; (e) Portici  

As it can be noted, the distribution of vulnerability classes can change significantly from CE to CC 
inventory. For example, referring to the town of San Potito Sannitico (Fig. 6 (a)), more than 90% of 
the buildings are classified in B with CE inventory, while with CC inventory approximately one 
half of those buildings are re-classified, with final distribution of about 50% buildings in B and 
more than 40% in A. Apparently, the changes of inventory are more significant for smaller towns, 
e.g. for San Potito Sannitico having Cpop=2 or Frasso Telesino with Cpop=3, with respect to larger 
ones, e.g. for Gragnano with Cpop=5 or Portici with Cpop=6. The next section investigates on 
possible correlations of vulnerability with Cpop and Ca of the sample towns. 

4.2 Variation of vulnerability at the town level 
A first observation on the vulnerability for a town arises considering the percental distribution of M 
and RC buildings in the town. RC buildings have generally lower vulnerability with respect to M 
ones, as evidenced also by the comparatively lower V values attributed to RC typologies (see e.g. 
Table 1). Hence, it is expected that towns with higher percentage of M buildings %M will be 
characterized by a larger mean vulnerability with respect to those having lower %M. Fig. 7 (a) and 
(b) show the mean distribution of %M and %RC for the towns as a function of Cpop and Ca, 
respectively. As it can be seen, smaller towns tend to have a higher %M with respect to those 
having higher Cpop (Fig. 7 (a)). Hence, it could be expected a higher mean vulnerability for smaller 
towns. Similarly, the towns in lower altimetric class (those that are higher with respect to the sea 
level, e.g. internal mountains or high hills) have a higher %M with respect to the towns that are in 
plain areas. As a matter of fact, the towns in mountain or internal hilly territory are often also the 
smaller ones, and it is possible to establish an almost linear correlation between population and 
altimetric class, Cpop and Ca. Therefore, considering the correlation of Ca with Cpop, in the 
elaborations to follow only the variation with Cpop will be explicitly investigated. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7 – Variation of %M for the sample towns (a) and mean %M and %RC in the towns (b) as a function of Cpop  

The building inventory obtained for each town is used to estimate a mean value of damage over the 
entire municipality dm, calculated with Eq. (4): 
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with Ntot the number of buildings in the municipality, k the damage level and Nk|I the number of 
buildings having damage level k at seismic intensity I. The mean value of dm in the intensity range 
I=6÷9 , dm,6-9, is used as a synthetic parameter to represent building vulnerability at the town level. 
The mean damage dm is calculated starting from building typologies distribution obtained with both 
the CE and CC inventories; obviously, starting from different inventories also the resulting dm 
changes. Fig. 8 (a) shows the variation of dm,6-9 with Cpop for both the CE and the CC cases. As it 
can be observed, the CC based dm,6-9 is generally greater with respect to the one corresponding to 
CE inventory and dm shows a slightly decreasing trend with Cpop. This trend confirms what already 
observed based on greater %M for smaller towns. The higher vulnerability for smaller towns was 
also observed in [3]. Fig. 8 (b) shows the variation of the ratio of mean damage indices∆dm,6-9=(dm,6-

9)CC/(dm,6-9)CE with Cpop; it can be noted that ∆dm,6-9 is generally higher for the towns of lower Cpop, 
and a decreasing trend with Cpop is observed. This trend confirms what was expected based on the 
higher %M for smaller towns 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 8 – Variation of dm,6-9 obtained starting from CE and the CC inventories (a) and of the ratio ∆dm,6-9 (b) with Cpop 

4.3 Variation of seismic risk at the town level 
 

Seismic risk expressed in terms of direct economic losses for each town may be computed with Eq. 
(5) [44]: 
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with nM, nRC= number of M and RC building classes, respectively; CU = Unit cost (€/m2) including 
technical expenses and not including VAT; AMj, ARCj= the built area of the jth M or RC building 
class, respectively; pMj,k, pRCj,k = the probability, in the considered time frame t for risk estimation, 
for the jth M or RC building class to experience structural damage state k; ck = percentage cost of 
repair or replacement (with respect to CU) for each structural damage state k. The cost parameters 
adopted in Eq. (6) are calibrated based on the actual repair costs that were monitored in the 
reconstruction process following recent Italian earthquakes [55]-[56]. In particular, CU=1350 
(€/m2) is adopted and, to account for uncertainty in the estimation, two sets of values of cost 
percentages (%min and %max) related to different damage states are considered for the analyses: 
c1,min=2%, c2,min=10%, c3,min=30%, c4,min=60% and c5,min=100%; c1,max=5%, c2,max=20%, c3,max=45%, 
c4,max=80% and c5,min=100%. 
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The generic probability pk of attaining damage state k in t years (the subscript Mj or RCj are not 
indicated for brevity reason) is calculated as a function of the mean annual rate of damage λk, 
assuming that the occurrence of earthquakes follows a Poisson process: 

(in t years)=1-e− kt
kp λ

     (6) 

The rate λk, representing the risk of attaining damage state Dk, is expressed as: 

0

= (D | ) ( )
∞

⋅∫k k IMP im d imλ λ       (7) 

with P(Dk|im) the probability that the structure will attain damage state Dk when subjected to an 
earthquake with ground motion intensity level im, and λIM the mean annual frequency of 
exceedance of the ground motion intensity im. Hence, the λk (and pk) for the generic building 
typology in a town depends on seismic hazard at the site and on the seismic fragility at damage state 
Dk for the considered building typology. For small values of λk and t=1 the approximation pk≈ λk 
holds [57]. 

   
(a) (b) 

   
(c) (d) 

Fig. 9 – Variation of L/At (€/m2) obtained starting from CE and the CC inventories and considering %min (a) or %max 

(b) cost percentages; variation of the ratio ∆L with Cpop for the %min (c) or %max (d) cost percentages. 
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are available in each town, together with the AMj, ARCj associated to each M or RC building class. 
The seismic hazard is available for all the territory in Italy [58], hence all the ingredients for 
calculation of seismic risk as in Eq. (5) are available. Fig. 9 (a)-(b) shows the variation with Cpop of 
total annual risk L (t=1), normalized by the total built area of each town At, for both the CE and the 
CC cases and considering both %min and %max for the cost percentages. Coherently with the 
trends on mean damage observed in Fig. 9 (a), also the (normalized) losses computed starting from 
CC inventory are larger with respect to the ones computed starting from CE inventory. Fig. 9 (c)-(d) 
shows the variation of the ratio of losses calculated using CC or CE inventory ∆L=LCC/LCE with 
Cpop, again for both the %min and %max cost percentages; similarly to Fig. 9 (b) it can be noted 
that ∆L is generally higher for the towns of lower Cpop (up to about two times), and a decreasing 
trend with Cpop is observed. However, the variation of LCC and LCE within the towns is not only due 
to the variation of towns vulnerability, as represented by dm,6-9. In fact, the ST are also characterized 
by very different seismic hazard, as can be observed already in Fig. 4 (c). Therefore, the variation of 
expected annual losses depends both on the vulnerability of the town and on the seismic hazard at 
the site. 

5 REGIONAL BASED VULNERABILITY AND RISK ESTIMATION 

The seismic vulnerability and risk for the entire Campania region is computed with the aid of the 
IRMA platform [44]. In IRMA the damage assessment and/or risk calculation is performed using 
OpenQuake, the calculation engine developed by Global Earthquake Model (GEM) 
www.globalquakemodel.org. In IRMA the census database is preloaded with data disaggregated at 
the town level; hence, given the suitable exposure/vulnerability rules corresponding to the chosen 
vulnerability model, e.g. RISK-UE [31], the building inventory based on census data [53], 
corresponding to CE inventory, is automatically built. The fragility curves in IRMA are lognormal 
cumulative distribution functions defined in terms of PGA. The seismic hazard in IRMA is based 
on the MPS04 hazard model, developed by INGV and adopted at national level with Civil 
Protection Ordinance [58]. 

Fig. 10 (a) shows the seismic hazard map for Campania region in terms of PGA for return period 
Tr=475 years. 

As for vulnerability map, it may be represented in terms of dm,6-9 at the municipality level. The 
intensity measure in IRMA is expressed in terms of PGA. Therefore, the dm,6-9 evaluated for each 
town, represented in Fig. 10 (b) at the regional scale for Campania region, is evaluated with the aid 
of IRMA platform by averaging the dm calculated for the PGAs falling into the intensity interval 
I=6÷8; this vulnerability map correspond to CE building inventory. 

The annual seismic risk was calculated with IRMA adopting the cost parameters introduced in 
section 4.3 (%min and %max). Fig. 10 (d) shows the map of annual seismic risk for the case of 
%max cost percentage; the expected losses for each town are expressed normalizing them with 
respect to the total built area in the town L/At (€/m2); also in this case, the CE building inventory is 
considered. The expected annual risk in the region ranges between 0 - 9 €/m2 for the case of %min 
cost percentages (figure not shown for brevity reason) and 0 - 12 €/m2 for the case of %max. 
Calculating the ratio of the losses evaluated for each town adopting the %max coefficients versus 
the one corresponding to %min, a maximum (minimum) loss variation of more than 100% (50%) is 
obtained. On average, the expected annual risk is 2.7 €/m2 for %min costs and 4.4 €/m2 for %max 
costs, with more than 60% loss variation due to the uncertainty in the cost parameters.  
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When additional information on building features representing local peculiarities and/or weaknesses 
towards seismic vulnerability is considered, e.g. through CC inventory, the resulting seismic 
vulnerability and risk increase.  

The variations of ∆dm,6-9 evaluated for the sample towns depending on Cpop, see Fig. 8 (b), can be 
used for calibrating suitable correction factors CFv(Cpop) to be applied for preliminary estimations 
of a modified value of building vulnerability at the town level, accounting for typological features 
characterizing locally the building environment. Based on the decreasing trend observed in Fig. 8 
(b), it is assumed CFv(Cpop=2)=1.3, CFv(Cpop=3)=1.2, CFv(Cpop=4)=1.1, CFv(Cpop=5)=1.0, 
CFv(Cpop=6)=1.0. Extrapolating the trend of Fig. 8 (b), for the few towns with Cpop=1, CFv=1.4 is 
used; for the city of Naples (Cpop=7) CFv=1.0 is assumed.  

 
(a) 

  
 

(b) 
 

(c) 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 10 – Hazard, vulnerability and Risk maps for Campania region: Hazard map in terms of PGA(g) for Tr=475 years 

(a); vulnerability map in terms of dm,6-9 based on CE (b); modified vulnerability map obtained applying the CFv(Cpop) 
(c); map of total annual risk (in terms of L/At (€/m2) for each town) calculated with %max cost percentage and based on 

CE (d) inventory; modified risk maps obtained applying the CF(Cpop) for the case of %max cost percentage (e) 

The ST used for calibration of the CFv represent nearly 10% of the population in Campania region. 
A sensitivity study performed including more towns [59] showed that the considered sample is 
sufficiently representative for the calibration of the correction factors. CFv can be applied to the 
dm,6-9 calculated for all the towns in Campania region with IRMA [44]. This way, new modified 
vulnerability maps are obtained, as represented in Fig. 10 (c) and denoted as CC*; the asterisk 
indicates that maps are obtained from those in Fig. 10 (b) by application of the CFv. 

Similarly, the variations of ∆L evaluated for the sample towns depending on Cpop, see Fig. 9 (c)-(d), 
can be used for calibrating suitable correction factors CF(Cpop) to be applied for preliminary 
estimations of a modified value of annual seismic risk. Based on the decreasing trend observed in 
Fig. 9 (c), it is assumed CF(Cpop=2)=1.6, CF(Cpop=3)=1.5, CF(Cpop=4)=1.3, CF(Cpop=5)=1.1, 
CF(Cpop=6)=1.0 for the case of %min cost percentages while CF values 1.5, 1.4, 1.2, 1.1, and 1 are 
deduced from the decreasing trend observed in Fig. 9 (d) corresponding to %max cost percentages. 
For Cpop=1, CF=1.8 or 1.6 are obtained for %min and %max by extrapolation of the relative trends. 
For the city of Naples (Cpop=7) CF=1.0 is assumed for both %min and %max.  

CF are applied to the values of annual seismic risk, in terms of L/At (€/m2), calculated for all the 
towns in Campania region with IRMA . The new modified risk map for the case of %max cost 
percentages is represented in Fig. 10 (e) (denoted as %MAX-CC*); for brevity reason, the modified 
risk map for %min is not shown. Note that the maximum expected annual risk increases to about 18 
€/m2 for the case of %max cost percentages; for the case of %min cost percentages the increase is 
up to 12 €/m2 (not shown). On average, the expected annual risk result in 3.8 €/m2 for %min costs 
and 6.0 €/m2 for %max costs. This risk increase, that is due to the consideration of typological 
features characterizing locally the building environment, can reach 60% for some towns and can be 
locally comparable to the risk increase corresponding to the uncertainty in cost parameters (from 
%min to %max). By summing up the unconditional expected annual losses, in a 1 year time frame, 
for all the towns in Campania region, a global amount of approximately 600 million of Euro is 
obtained when CE inventory is considered (mean value between estimation performed adopting 
%min and %max cost percentages). Dividing by the total number of buildings in Campania a unit 
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amount of approximately 730 Euros per building is obtained. Considering that the mean surface 
area of buildings in Campania is about 230 m2, this means that, on average, a yearly loss of about 
0.23%=730/(230·1350) per building could be expected (in 50 year time frame). When the modified 
risk maps corresponding to CC inventory are used the expected global losses increase to more than 
700 million of Euro, corresponding to more than 850 Euros per single building, with a global loss 
increment higher than 15%. 

It is interesting to compare the normalized annual seismic risk, expressed in terms of (L/At)/CU, 
with the expected annual loss computed for new buildings, designed with modern codes, according 
to the guidelines for seismic risk assessment recently introduced in Italy [60]. As observed in [61], 
the expected annual loss (expressed as a fraction of reconstruction costs) for a new code-
conforming building is 1.13%, while the maximum normalized annual risk estimated in the 
Campania region for existing buildings, (L/At)/CU, ranges between 1.04% (considering %min cost 
percentage) and 1.33% (with %max), with a mean value of 1.19%. However, the difference may 
appear less significant than the expected one because important differences exist between the 
assumption made in this study and those used for calculation of the expected annual loss recently 
introduced in Italy in the guidelines for seismic risk classification [60]. The most significant is that 
the normalized annual risk computed according to guidelines is based on a code compliant 
approach, which allows assessing losses based on the attainment of conventional limit states rather 
than on empirical damage. Thus, the estimations are affected by uncertainties due to the correlation 
between empirical damage and conventional limit state [50] as well as between these parameters 
and relevant costs [49]. Furthermore, the CU assumed in [60] is €1200 €/m2 while that assumed in 
the current study is €1350 €/m2 meaning that the normalized annual risk computed in this study 
should be increased by a factor of 12.5%. This leads to normalized annual risk estimated in the 
Campania region of 1.17% (considering %min cost percentage) and 1.50% (with %max), with a 
mean value of 1.33%.  

The estimated values of normalized annual risk can be useful for preliminary estimations of the 
areas where it is more convenient to invest for seismic risk reduction. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigates on the issue of exposure modeling towards risk assessment at the large 
scale. The established RISK-UE vulnerability model, allowing to account for different vulnerability 
factors for the building classification and the estimation of fragility curves, is adopted for 
characterizing the seismic vulnerability of building typologies. Two levels of building inventory are 
considered: CE, based on the sole census data available for all the country in Italy, and CC, based 
on the integration of census data with additional typological information retrieved for several towns. 
In this paper, the interview-based Cartis approach is adopted as integrative source of information; 
however, in principle, any other source providing the required information on relevant parameters 
could be used in place of the Cartis form to obtain CC inventory.  

The estimation of town level seismic vulnerability for 26 towns in Campania region, expressed by 
dm,6-9, shows that smaller towns tend to have larger vulnerability and that the estimation based on 
CC inventory leads to higher mean damage with respect to the one based on CE inventory. 
Analogous trend is observed for unconditional seismic risk, expressed in terms of annual direct 
economic losses for a town. Indeed, referring to normalized risk L/At, with L the seismic risk 
expressed in terms of direct economic losses and At the total built area for a town, a decreasing 
trend with increasing population class Cpop is observed. Moreover, it is seen that the risk calculated 
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starting from CC inventory can be nearly doubled with respect to the one obtained from CE 
inventory for smaller towns. Based on the variation with Cpop of the ratio of losses calculated using 
CC or CE inventory ∆L=LCC/LCE, suitable correction factors CF are calibrated for preliminary 
estimations of a modified (increased) value of annual seismic risk for the towns in Campania 
region. Applying such CF to the risk map estimated for Campania starting from inventory based 
only on census data (CE), modified risk maps accounting for increased knowledge of building 
features are obtained. Elaborating such results, it is seen that the average unconditional seismic loss 
in a 1 year time frame for a single building (total losses divided by total building number in the 
region) increases from approximately 730 Euros per building when CE inventory is considered to 
more than 850 Euros, with a loss increment of more than 15%. Considering a mean surface area of 
buildings of about 230 m2, this corresponds to a yearly per building loss of about 0.23% for the risk 
estimated starting from census-based inventory and 0.27% for the risk obtained considering 
additional building features. 

It should be considered that the adopted approach for building inventory, that is oriented to large 
scale studies at the regional or even national level, allows to obtain a fast and approximate 
categorization of buildings into vulnerability classes. Obviously, the reliability of the obtained 
building inventory is influenced by the amount and quality of the information used, and this has a 
direct effect on the final vulnerability and risk evaluations. Moreover, the obtained results depend 
on the model adopted to represent the seismic vulnerability for buildings and it is expected that the 
variations from CE to CC inventory would change if a different vulnerability model is used, as 
already observed in [43]. Nevertheless, this application at the regional scale allows to have a first 
quantitative estimation of the effect of adoption of more refined building inventory (even if still 
simplified and approximate) at the large scale, assessing the increase in expected annual risk, in 
terms of economic losses. This kind of evaluations may be very useful for preliminary 
quantifications of seismic insurance premiums in a region. 
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